
WELCOME TO STAGE RIGHT 

We are so excited to have another family as a part of our 

group! This manual is designed to help answer your questions 

about our ministry and provide expectations as participants of 

our group.  We ask that you please take the time to read 

through our manual, as it is important that we are all on the 

same page together!  

While our ministry is home to Trietsch, we intentionally build 

our devotionals and Bible studies around a very theologically-

friendly manner. More than half of our participation is 

from students within our community. We are a Christian 

ministry, and we respect all faiths. We are a place of love and 

acceptance. If a student is new to faith, that is 100% welcome. 

Our ministry was born in 2015 with a concept, 

director and 7 students. We didn't know what our 

ministry would become, but we knew that God was 

leading us in a unique direction that we followed 

then and still continue to follow.  

 The last year hasn’t been what any of us had 

planned and we will strive to deliver a season of 

hope, growth and love. We know how important 

theater arts is as an outlet and as a platform, so feel 

to always be yourself and who God made you to be. 
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Stage Right's mission is to inspire, disciple, and enable our 
youth, to share their spiritual gifts through music and theatre, so 

that they may lead themselves and others into a growing 
relationship with Jesus Christ. 



 

SHARING WITH OUR AUDIENCE 

Our Speakeasy was such a great way to have our audience 
AND students participate together in the understanding of 
how we can find God in all of our musicals. We plan to 
continue that with both our shows in a different and creative 
way.  

INTRODUCING ‘TAKE 5’ 

We will have a 5 minute weekly stream that we will film with 
one of our cast members every rehearsal. We plan to create it 
in the style of an interview between a techie and an actor, but 
the person interviewing will be the same every week, much 
like a host for a tv segment. They will have a list of questions 
that allow us to get insight into who our actors are, who they 
play, and how they see the tie between Scripture and their 
characters or aspects of the show. 

 

 

THEME FOR 2021 - B L O O M !  

With ‘The Sound of Music’ we have edelweiss and with Big Fish we have 
daffodils. We thought what better than to have a year where we focus on rooting 

ourselves, growing, and blooming where we are planted.
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SHOWS IN TOWN: June 6th (1p & 7p) 
CONVENTION: June 9th-13th 

SUNDAY PREVIEW: June 6th (TBD)

‘BIG FISH’ 

AUDITIONS: April 21st & 22nd / CALLBACKS: April 25th 
SHOWS: July 29th - Aug 1st

WINTER SHOW - TBD 

DECEMBER 2021

BAND APP 
Goodbye Crew, hello Band! We have moved away from other 

apps and software and made a home with Band. We expect all 
of our students participating in productions to please be on 

this app. Parents, you are welcome to join as well, but we 
require student participation. All scheduling can be found 

here as well.

FACEBOOK 
We ask that all families be on Facebook on our ‘Sound of 

Music Family Page.’ This has proven to be the best form of 
communication for our families and directors.  



SHOW COMMITMENT & 
EXPECTATIONS 

The full rehearsal schedule will be determined post auditions. Our 
schedule is dependent on our cast and their availability.  

All of our rehearsals will be closed off from parents unless they are 
volunteering that day and need to be in the space. We appreciate 
your understanding that we have just 4-5 short weeks to prepare our 
cast for their production and want little to no distractions. 

Before coming to rehearsal, we ask that all participants please come 
well-rested, rehearsed, and having eaten what they need to to make 
it through a rehearsal. We will allow time for them to eat a snack or 
quick bite, but we will not be giving an official ‘lunch’ or ‘dinner’ 
break. Fast food is discouraged and parents coming in and out of 
our rehearsals to bring lunch will not be permitted. Students will 
have access to a microwave, fridge, and freezer so we can provide a 
place for their packed lunch or snack to reside until they would like 
to consume those items. 

There is a zero tolerance policy for drugs, alcohol, smoking, vaping. 
Regardless if you are 18 or older, Stage Right Ministry will not 
tolerate the use of any of the above mentioned on campus. If 
student gets in trouble with their school or the law, they may be 
asked to leave Stage Right. 

There is also a zero tolerance for any social media cursing, bullying 
or inappropriate posting. Keep it clean, people. 

TIMELINESS 

Be on time. Our grace period will no longer be extended. Should the 
student be arriving late, they are to notify the SM (Stage Manager) 
and/or DOD (Director on Duty) via text with an expected ETA.  

We promise to do our absolute best, but parents are please asked to 
give us grace on our ending rehearsal times.  

ATTENDANCE POLICY 

Every conflict is expected to be on the audition form. Every student 
will be allowed one excused absence from rehearsals. Any additional 
missed rehearsals may result in a requested meeting with the 
director(s) and can potentially result in the removal of a student from 
our show. 

PDA 
All students are pleased asked to remain respectful in 
the church or when they are representing Stage Right 

Ministry. Students are pleased asked to keep their hands 
to themselves. Hand-holding will be allowed if parents 

are in ‘the know’ of a relationship, but that is all that will 
be tolerated. In our HS shows, some roles call for kissing. 

Actors are asked pre-casting, and work maturely with 
directors on rehearsing this. 

DRESS CODE 
Students are expected to remain respectful in their 

attire. No mid-drifts, showing of female undergarments 
or short shorts will be permitted. The DoD has the right 

to ask performer to put on something more conservative 
if they feel attire is an issue. 

POLITICS 
Not. the. place. 

SOCIAL MEDIA 
When you are in a show with our group, you represent 

us as well. Please refrain from any and all inappropriate 
language on social media.  

There is a zero tolerance for talking poorly about our 
group, show, or members on social media. Pictures 

taken of our set and costumes will be NOT permitted. 
There are also ZERO photos taken of any and all your 

directors without their complete knowledge of this. 
 If any of these rules regarding Social Media are ever 

violated, Directors will most likely as for you to step 
down in your role.  

PIERCINGS & TATTOOS 
No facial piercings of any kind will be permitted in 

rehearsals, with the exception of studs or spacers. This 
goes for ears as well. 

Any visible tattoos are fine for rehearsals, but will need to 
be covered for performances per Directors choice. 
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REHEARSALS 

Our crew will have gloves and face coverings. We have a 

station on each side of the wings backstage equipped with 

hand sanitizer, alcohol swabs to clean off masks/face-covering/

shields, disposable gloves for our technicians to change out as 

frequently as they prefer, and a trash can that will be emptied 

and sanitized at the end of every rehearsal. Our props and set 

pieces will be wiped down after every rehearsal, as well as door 

knobs to every door in use during our rehearsals. 

When costumes are worn, they will be disinfected every 

evening and placed in their own personal disposable plastic 

garment bag. Each costume will be labeled with the date and 

person who tended to the costume and safely prepared it for 

the next rehearsal or performance, so that we ensure peace of 

mind to our performers, parents, and directing team. 

When we are rehearsing, masks will not be permitted, only 

shields. Once you are not on stage, you are welcome to do 

whatever makes you feel comfortable. When you leave the 

immediate rehearsal space, you need a face covering. When 

you are rehearsing though, only a shield is requested by 

director. If you are reciting dialogue only, you are welcome to 

unmask. When you are singing, shields need to be worn. 

Should a student exhibit signs of illness or fever, they will be 

immediately pulled from rehearsal and be asked to leave or 

have a parent come and get them. We as the directing team 

ask that all families be forth-coming with updates on their 

child’s status should this happen, so we can make sure to keep 

our entire company safe. 

We would like to remind our students and families that while 

we hope they are enjoying their summer, they also keep in 

mind that being a part of a show is a commitment and one 

that we ask they take as seriously as we do. Avoiding 

unnecessary interaction with others outside of rehearsal and 

being aware of their surroundings is something we just ask 

remain on the forefront of everyones priority list. We are a 

team and when one of us loses, we all lose. So let’s choose to 

be winners, people. GO TEAM! 

STUDENTS…PLEASE PLEASE PLEASE 
WASH YOUR HANDS AND SANITIZE 
(and wear deodorant).  

IF YOU SNEEZE - SANITIZE.  
IF YOU SWEAT - SANITIZE. 

IF YOU COUGH - SANITIZE.  
IF YOU ARE ALIVE - SANITIZE. 
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L E T ’ S  TALK  COV ID



COST: $500 

- Participation of summer program 

- Show, Festival & Convention t-shirts 

- Costume(s)* 

- TNT Convention participation and attendance (all travel 

expenses including transportation, lodging, meals) 

- Link to all photos taken professionally 

OPTIONAL but included 

-  Monologue Competition entry 

- Tech Design Competition entry 

*Costume(s) will be worn by actor, but owned by  

Stage Right Ministry.  

SHOES 

For most shows, the proper and called-for shoe for ladies 

is a character or jazz shoe. While both can still be used for 

certain scenes, we would LOVE if you wanted to find more 

‘time period’ shoes for this production. This is not 

mandatory, but we would highly encourage it! Feel free 

to talk to the directors for any help finding 1930’s shoes. 

We’re full of good ideas and tricks! 

SCRIPT 
CHANGES 

We are issuing script changes and expect them to be 

learned with the script. Please understand though that 

60 minutes is tough to cut a show down to! We are 

going to go through lots of changes so just know that in 

advance and have a great attitude. CHANGE IS GOOD! 

There will be some songs, lines, and dances that will only 

be shown at our home shows and NOT Convention. We 

will determine what these are as we start our journey and 

see what works best. 

SO YOU THINK YOU CAN 
BUILD 

Sew? Great with power tools? Can’t wait to see those 

skills in action! While volunteering is not mandatory, we 

still need all the help we can get for shows. Please 

contact Chris Sears if you are willing and able. 

Chris Sears   

972-523-3737 

csears@hortoncontrolsgroup.com
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EVERYONE:  Script/Music, Pencil, Water Bottle 
GUYS: Closed-Toe shoes 
GIRLS: Rehearsal skirt & Jazz or Character Shoes

BR IN G TO EVERY  REHEARSAL

THE  SOUND OF  MUS IC



Q: Where will all the rehearsals take place? 

A: Unless otherwise noted, all rehearsals will take place at 
Trietsch 

Q: Our family is busy. One or both parents 
work, and we have other kids as well. How 
much volunteer time is required from 
parents? 

A: There is no ‘required’ volunteer time from parents. There is 
however, from the students. Each of our students must 
participate in the fundraising initiative we have planned for 
our summer program, as well as attend one service event with 
the ministry. After all, we ARE a ministry first.   

Q: What is the minimum amount of tickets 
sold requirement ? 

A: We do not require families to sell or purchase a specific 
amount of tickets. 

Q: Will there be parents be present at 
rehearsals? 

A: Per Ministry Safe, we will always have two adults at every 
rehearsal, but our rehearsals are closed off to all our parents. At 
times, we will have some volunteers in and out of rehearsals 
working on costumes and what not, but our rehearsals are 
closed rehearsals from anyone except our cast and crew. 

Q: Do we need to be members of Trietsch? 

A: Not at all! We are open to the community and are excited to 
have you here. If you would like to check out a service or meet 
our staff though, please let us know so we can get you more 
information! 

Q: Can parents/friends/family attend 
Convention?

A: Yes! You are welcome to make the drive and arrange your 
lodging and meals. You will not be able to stay at the same 
location as our students, but you will have the option to attend 

the TNT Convention shows. The cost for attendance 
in 2019 was $100 (ish) for attendees. Soon as 
they release the new pricing, we will share all this 
information with you as well.  

Q: Can students attend Convention 
but stay with their families at a 
separate place? 

A: We will allow families to bring RV’s/Trailers, 
Tents, etc. to the ranch grounds where will be 
staying, but we are not comfortable with families 
taking cast members to hotels or local houses, as 
this increases the exposure risk to our cast.  

Q: What will sleeping 
arrangements look like? 

A: There are multiple rooms/areas where 
everyone will sleep. Boys will be completely 
separate in their own room with another male 
chaperone, while our gals will be split up in 
rooms, each of which will have a female 
chaperone. No adults will share a bed with a  
child unless they are related, and we will ask that 
some students bring blow up mattresses. 
Everyone will have a comfortable arrangement 
and all sleeping arrangements will be assigned 
and shared with families prior to leaving for our 
trip. 

Q: What will van arrangements 
look like? 

A: There will be two 15 passenger vans going on 
this trip, along with multiple personal vehicles 
and a trailer.  

Each van will have a seating chart that we will 
share before leaving for our trip. There will be a 
‘buddy system’ should we make stops along the 
way, and chaperones will always enter first and 
last when going anywhere. All of our students will 
always be accounted for.. 
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